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Course Outline
Introduction
Process performance measurement & dashboards
Process mining
•
•
•
•

Automated process discovery
Conformance checking
Performance mining
Variant analysis

Simulation and “what-if” process mining

Data extraction & preparation for process mining
Predictive process monitoring
Business case analysis & project management for process mining
Trends: prescriptive monitoring, causal process mining, robotic process mining
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Typical Process Mining Analysis Workflow
Start with automated process discovery (exploratory phase)
Perform sanity checks to determine if we have the right
dataset (e.g. are there are incomplete cases?)

Understand the structure of the process, identify
locations of rework/repetition, key decision points and
parallel branches

Depending on the emphasis of the project, use either:
Compliance checking to find undesired deviations and
exceptions

Performance mining to identify bottlenecks and wastes
in the process

Use variant analysis to dig deeper. Depending on the emphasis of the project:
Use variant analysis to analyze non-compliant versus
compliant cases

And/or to understand performance differences between
two countries, regions, types of customers, etc4

Time: common performance measures
Cycle time: (average) time between the moment a case starts and the moment it
completes.
This is also sometimes called case duration

Processing time: average case processing time, between all cases.
Case processing time = sum of all activity durations within a case (total amount of effort to
handle one case, considered as person-hours)
Waiting time: average case waiting time, between all cases.
Case waiting time = amount of idle time within a process case.

Time: common performance measures
Cycle time efficiency

The ratio between the processing time and the cycle time,
expressed as a percentage.
(also called case utilization in the process mining jargon)

For example, if a process has a cycle time efficiency of 3%, this means that
only that amount of the cycle time is taken up by activities

Cost: common performance measures
Per-instance cost
The cost associated with executing one process instance

Cost: common performance measures
Typical components of cost
• Resource cost: cost of person-hours employed per process instance.
• Material cost: tangible or intangible costs used per process instance. An
example of an intangible cost would be where, in a loan application
process, there is a fee associated with checking the credit history of the
applicant.
• Compensation cost: cost of repairing defects per process instance.

Quality: common performance measures
Product (Service) quality
• Defect rate: Percentage of faulty cases within the total number of cases (we need to
define a notion of defect).
Delivery quality
• On time delivery rate: the percentage of instances that meet the company’s goal for
delivery time.
• Cycle time variance: the amount of spread in the time taken for a given
activity/process. For example, it is important, from a customer perspective, that the
time waiting for a passport be predictable.
Customer feedback score (external quality measure)
• Customer satisfaction captured via surveys.

Process performance mining
Process mining operations:
• Duration-enhanced process maps (activity, resource perspective…)
• Duration-enhanced BPMN models
• Log animation on top of a process map/BPMN model
• Process performance dashboards
Analysis tasks:
• Bottleneck analysis
• Workload & demand analysis
• Rework analysis
• Over-processing analysis

Bottleneck analysis (activity perspective)
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Transition waiting
bottleneck

Activity waiting
bottleneck
(all incoming
arcs are slow)

Activity processing
bottleneck
(activity is slow)

Bottleneck analysis (resource perspective)
Processing
bottleneck

Waiting bottleneck

Bottleneck build-up analysis (log animation)
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The build-up of bottlenecks can be illustrated via log animation. This is a graphical representation of
the flowing of cases throughout a process model, so that queues become particularly visible.

Workload analysis:
overused vs underused resources
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• Potentially overused resources are those with a high total frequency and/or high
total processing time
• Potentially underused resources are those with a low total frequency or high total
processing time
Potentially
underused resource
Potentially overused
resources
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Workload distribution analysis
The Resources view in the Dashboard shows the complete resource workload distribution via the pie
chart “Resources - Total frequency”. This chart shows the number of events (activities) each
resource was involved in.

Potentially
overused resources
Potentially
underused resources

Workload distribution analysis
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This can also be visualized with a custom bar chart showing the total frequency per resource, i.e. the
number of events (activities) each resource has been involved in.
Potentially
overused resources
Potentially
underused resources
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Demand analysis

The ”Active cases over time” chart shows all active cases (WIP = Work-In-Process) within the log
timeframe. This area chart provides information about the periods of time that are particularly high in
demand.

High demand

High demand

Rework analysis
Rework means repetition of activities within the same case:
 Self loop: an activity takes place n times in a row
 Short loop (“ping-pong effect”): two activities are repeated one
after the other. Note: this may be confused with parallelism
 Indirect repetition (loop): several activities are executed several
times in sequence.

Activity 1

Activity 2

To analyze repetitions, one can answer the following questions:
(1) What type of repetition is present?
(2) How often is an activity / series of activities repeated?
(3) How many cases showcase this repetition? How often does it
occur?
(4) Which cases are affected exactly? And how do they differ from
cases where there is no repetition?

Activity 3

Activity 4
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Rework analysis

In Performance mining, the goal is to assess the impact of rework on process performance (time and
cost), by using filtering to isolate cases that are affected by rework.

Cases with Repair (Complex) ≥ 3

Rework analysis:
distribution of max activity frequencies
The distribution of max activity frequencies per case can be visualized in the Activities view of the
Dashboard.
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Over-processing analysis
Over-processing is a type of waste that occurs when one ore more activities are performed unnecessarily,
e.g. due to a knock-out effect after a decision activity.

Exit flow

Decision
activity
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Over-processing analysis

All activities performed until the decision activity constitute over-processing waste. If more effective
triage was applied to knock-out the case at the start (in our example, when the purchase requisition
was first created/submitted), then these activities could have been avoided altogether.

Potential waste

Decision
activity

Performance Mining: Analysis Template
What?

How?

Bottleneck analysis
• Identify activity bottlenecks
(high-effort activities)
• Identify waiting bottlenecks
(slow handoffs and resourcecapacity bottlenecks)
• Identify resource bottlenecks

• In the process map, select the duration overlay (average or total duration): activity bottlenecks have long
processing time; slow handoffs between activities are arcs with long waiting times; resource-capacity
bottlenecks relate to activities with all/most incoming arcs with long waiting times
• Switch to the Resources perspective in the map: slow handoffs between resources are arcs with long
waiting times; resource bottlenecks are resources with long avg duration (slow resources)
• Use slider with Average duration to focus on slowest or fastest nodes/arcs
• Use Activities tab in Dashboard to visualize activity processing times
• Use Animation plugin to visualize the build-up of bottlenecks.

Workload & demand analysis
• Identify overused vs
underused resources/idleness
waste
• Analyze resource workload
• Analyze demand & inventory

• In the Resources perspective: overused resources have high total frequency/long waiting times on
incoming arcs (slow handoffs/low capacity); underused resources have low total frequency
• Use also the Resources tab in Dashboard to visualize resource workload distribution
• Use the Overview tab in dashboard to visualize the distribution of events and the Work-In-Process (WIP)
over time (“Active cases over time”) as workload may be affected by seasonality
• Use Filtering to focus on cases with highest cycle/processing/waiting times.

Rework analysis
Identify defects/errors and
rework waste

• Use the Max frequency overlay in the process map to visualize the max amount of repetitions of each
activity / transition
• Use the Case > Rework & repetition filter to retain cases with activity repetition; use the Case > Path filter
with eventually-follows relation between an activity and itself to isolate cases with specific loops
• Use the chart in the Activities Dashboard to visualize the distribution of max activity frequencies per case.

Over-processing analysis
• Identify knocked-out cases
• Identify parallel checks

• Look for decision activities (e.g. activities corresponding to a check/verification), particularly those where
other activities could be skipped as a result of this decision. Check if the decision activity has a knock-out
effect (Is there a dashed arc to the end point? If so, what’s its relative frequency?)
• Use BPMN view to identify parallel checks
• Determine if a decision activity could be done earlier, to avoid doing some other activities unnecessarily.
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Variant analysis
Given two or more logs representing variants of the same process, find the
differences and root causes for variation or deviance between the logs.
On schedule
Activity 1
9,5 min
Activity 2
3 min
Activity 3
7 min
Activity 4
2 min

Late
Activity 1
9,5 min
Activity 3
7 min
Activity 4
2 min
Activity 5
10 min

The comparison of process variants offers
insights into the the “why”: Why do certain
process cases differ from others?
• Why some take longer than others? (fast vs.
slow cases)
• Why some end successfully, while others don’t?
(positive vs. negative outcomes)

• Why is employee XY more efficient and more
successful when it comes to their activities than
others? (resource XY vs. remaining resources)

Variant analysis: drivers
Performance
Identify and compare variants based on performance measures and their
targets (e.g. slow vs fast cases)

Logical
Identify and compare variants based on case attributes (e.g. product type,
customer segment, geographic area, loan amount, claim outcome)
Temporal
Identify and compare variants based on different log timeframes (e.g.
before and during COVID)
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Variant analysis: approach
1. Apply the same filter one per variant, to isolate the respective sublog:
• Performance:
use Case > Performance filter
• Logical:
use Case > Attribute filter
• Temporal:
use Case > Timeframe filter
2. Save filtered process map and BPMN model back to the repository
3. Analyze the variants using one or more analysis techniques.

Apply filter

Save filtered log & BPMN model

Variant analysis: comparison via models
Visual comparison of process maps/BPMN models, to identify structural differences:
• Flow
• Frequency & rework
• Bottlenecks
• etc.
Consider different perspectives (Activities, Resources…)

Variant 1: “fast” (up to 45 min)

Variant 2: “slow” (more than 1.5 hrs)

[Avg duration for full log: 1.1 hrs]
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Variant analysis: comparison via dashboard
Statistical comparison via dashboard charts and tables. Variants are color-coded (e.g. red for slow,
green for fast cases)

Select your filtered logs and
launch the Dashboard. All
dashboard functionalities are
also available when
comparing multiple variants.
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Variant analysis: comparison via multi-log
animation
Visual comparison of different process flows, by animating the cases for each variant simultaneously
to understand differences in temporal dynamics. Variants are color-coded.

Select your filtered logs and one BPMN
model (of the combined log) and launch
Log animation.
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Variant Analysis Template
What?

How?

Flow comparison
Identify notable diffs in
activity flow

• Discover a BPMN process model from the log of each variant. Visualize them sideby-side. Look for the gateways around each task to detect for example situations
where two tasks are in parallel in one variant, but sequential in the other.

Frequency & rework
comparison
Compare activity or
handoff frequency and
rework

• Compare the maps of the process variants side-by-side (as above), but using the
frequency overlay instead of the duration overlay. This allows us to detect the most
frequent transitions between tasks. Look also for “thick” loop-backs.
• Use a multi-low dashboard to compare frequencies of activities, resources or other
attributes.

Bottleneck comparison
Compare the location
and magnitude of
bottlenecks across
variants

• Use filtering interface to retain all traces that fulfill the condition to belong to a
variant (then repeat for the other).
• Open the maps of the process variants side-by-side and compare the dependencies
(arcs) with the highest waiting times. If the maps are too complex, use the
abstraction slider with the abstraction metric “average duration” and the ordering
from slow (right) to fast (left). Use the arc slider to retain the slowest dependencies.
• Compare activity durations using side-by-side comparison of process maps or a
multi-log dashboard (open the logs of 2+ variants in a single dashboard).
• Consider comparing the two variants using the “resource” perspective to identify
hand-offs between resources.
• Use a multi-log animation to observe the build up of bottlenecks.

Next week:
Simulation & What-If Process Analysis

